
This is going to be a changing 
day in your life…..

Dr Phil McGraw

People are almost always changed by the traumatic 
events they face in their lives, but they need not be 
damaged by these events.

John Weaver – US Social Worker



















“I have attached the 
results of a search for 
articles about disaster 

planning and 
management in schools. 

I was surprised at the 
small amount of 

information, especially 
about decision making.”

Library Services

Department of Education and the 

Arts



Much of the existing literature 
consists of anecdotal accounts, with 
only rare reports of well-controlled
research or systematic evaluation,

leaving many unanswered questions 
the effectiveness of crisis 
preparedness and response.

Prof. Amanda Nickerson



Assessment Tools

+



1.Ability to improvise, take a 
lead and use local resources 
effectively

“We jumped on the roof (inc. 
janitor) ……..got some 
plastic screen out of the art 
section and covered all the 
whirlybirds.”

2. At times a feeling of powerlessness as their discretionary power 

was being eroded.

“I was basically instructed to open the school. We 
opened……we had no kids…………good on the parents, what 
parents in their right mind would send their kids to 
school……… there were powerlines lying all over the road.”



Since emergencies produce weakness in Since emergencies produce weakness in Since emergencies produce weakness in Since emergencies produce weakness in 
individuals and social structure, the goals of individuals and social structure, the goals of individuals and social structure, the goals of individuals and social structure, the goals of 
emergency planning are to establish emergency planning are to establish emergency planning are to establish emergency planning are to establish 
command over the chaos and regain control of command over the chaos and regain control of command over the chaos and regain control of command over the chaos and regain control of 
the disorganisation of individuals.the disorganisation of individuals.the disorganisation of individuals.the disorganisation of individuals.



Four findings

1 Pre-Larry crisis planning was inadequate 

considering the nature and dimension of 

Cyclone Larry.

2 Educational Leaders and Teachers have similar 

beliefs about disaster management in schools. 

3 At all levels, the elements of communication and 

interpersonal relationships are critical to the 

success of disaster planning.

4 and ………………….



4. Local solutions and 
local leadership is the 

best form of 
management.



Teachers & Educational Leaders
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Individual Question Mean

Ed. Leaders, 

1.71

Teachers, 

2.31
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Individual administrators and management  teams in place in 
schools prior to a disaster  event appear able to make 

effective decisions in  the aftermath of the disaster.



At times of crisis, the existing decision making  structures in schools 
may be more of a help  than a hindrance in the recovery process.

Individual Question Mean

Ed. Leaders, 

2.14

Teachers, 

2.33
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The role of a senior administrator in disaster  recovery is to encourage 
flexibility and  initiative  among schools and to coordinate rather than 

to  control their efforts at recovery.

Individual Question Mean

Ed. Leaders, 

1.57

Teachers, 

1.78
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After a disaster situation such as Cyclone  Larry, all important
decisions need to first be  approved by senior administrators 

(district  level and higher).

In dividu al Qu estion  Mean

Ed. Leaders, 

3 .21

Teachers, 

3 .34
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4. Local solutions and 
local leadership is the 

best form of 
management.



Disasters such as a cyclone, create a degree of confusion and 
disorganisation to routine organisational patterns.

Individual Question Mean

Ed. Leaders, 

1.79
Teachers, 

1.34
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12.What training do you think other principals’ would require to 
equip them with the necessary skills for similar natural 
disasters?

Interpersonal Skills
(over half of responses)

• Communication Skills

• Interpersonal Skills  

training

Other Issues

• Community/cluster 

approaches

• Management & 

Planning 

• Delegation & skill 

recognition

• No Training Required!



Training Types - Q12

Interpersonal skills

Delegation & skill

recognition

Management &

planning

Community/Cluster

development

Nil required



Local knowledge 
enables 

Principals to 
best cope with 
these sorts of 

situations.

The same pre 
cyclone 

leadership skills 
were effective 

after the cyclone -
communication, 
reassurance and 

ability to lead.

Nil - just need 
competent 

support and to 
be trusted to be 
responsible and 

make 
reasonable 
decisions

What training do you think 
other principals’ would 
require to equip them with 

the necessary skills for 
similar natural disasters?

(Teachers and Ed. Leaders)



The lack of improvisation at the organizational level The lack of improvisation at the organizational level The lack of improvisation at the organizational level The lack of improvisation at the organizational level 
appears  to be closely related to some of the failures of appears  to be closely related to some of the failures of appears  to be closely related to some of the failures of appears  to be closely related to some of the failures of 

the overall  response.the overall  response.the overall  response.the overall  response.

At times FEMA, state, and local officials seemed At times FEMA, state, and local officials seemed At times FEMA, state, and local officials seemed At times FEMA, state, and local officials seemed 
unaware  of local capacities ……unaware  of local capacities ……unaware  of local capacities ……unaware  of local capacities ……



Some thoughts for Education (?) 

leaders…….
1. Schools need to identify their top 5 scenarios and develop a co-

operative plan of action. 

2. In planning –

(a) Involve community organisations and utilise their useful disaster 
skills

(b) Use existing authority structures (school, PnC and cluster) rather 
than create new ones. It is better for outsiders to supplement local 
leadership and a networked local structure supported and this be
supported by a flat EQ structure.

(c) Use existing habit patterns (eg. Cluster of schools, noticeboard
usage)

(d) Determine and then utilise the skills of your own staff. 
Communication is the key.

3. Process is more important than knowledge – practice your 
scenarios.

4. Communicate to District and Regional EQ emergency planning  -
where do they fit in? How can they support training?







11. The role of a senior administrator in disaster recovery is to encourage flexibility and initiative among schools and to coordinate rather 

than to control their efforts at recovery.

10. In dealing with disasters, decentralised and pluralistic decision making appears more effective than the centralisation of authority 

and decision making.

9. At times of crisis, the existing decision making structures in schools may be more of a help than a hindrance in the recovery 

process.

8. Looking back, existing school administrative structures rather than external emergency-specific authority structures, may have been 

a more effective way to solve the problems created by Cyclone Larry.

7. The effects of a disaster such as Cyclone Larry significantly reduce the capacity of all individuals and school structures  to cope.

6. Disasters such as a cyclone, create a degree of confusion and disorganisation to routine organisational patterns.

5. After Cyclone Larry it is important for senior administrators (district level and higher) to keep tight control on information given to 

parents and the media.

4. After a disaster situation such as Cyclone Larry, all important decisions need to first be approved by senior administrators (district 

level and higher)

3. Individual administrators and management  teams in place in schools prior to a disaster event appear able to make effective 

decisions in the aftermath of the disaster.

2. New administrative structures are likely to be needed within schools to cope with the effects of a disaster situation such as Cyclone 

Larry.

1. After disasters such as Cyclone Larry, the school environment may appear chaotic or to lack unity.

Written Survey



Active problem solving and a strong and 

supportive social network are 

protective behaviours for PTSD.

Predictability and controllability 

concerning events in one’s life 

contribute strongly to a reduction in 

stress.


